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Asko Parpola (Helsinki)
Finnish vatsa ~ Sanskrit vatsá- 
and the formation of Indo-Iranian and Uralic languages
Finnish vatsa ‘stomach’ < PFU *vaćća < Proto-Indo-Aryan *vatsá- ‘calf’ < PIE 
*vet-(e)s-ó- ‘yearling’ contrasts with Finnish vasa- ‘calf’ < Proto-Iranian *vasa- ‘calf’. 
Indo-Aryan -ts- versus Iranian -s- refl ects the divergent development of PIE  *-tst- in 
the Iranian branch (> *-st-, with Greek and Balto-Slavic) and in the Indo-Aryan branch 
( > *-tt-, probably due to Uralic substratum). The split of Indo-Iranian can be traced 
in the archaeological record to the differentiation of the Yamnaya culture in the North 
Pontic and Volga steppes respectively during the third millennium BCE, due to the use 
of separate sources of metal: the Iranian branch was dependent on the North Caucasus, 
while the Indo-Aryan branch was oriented towards the Urals. It is argued that the 
Abashevo culture of the Mid-Volga-Kama-Belaya basins and the Sejma-Turbino trade 
network (2200–1900 BCE) were bilingual in Proto-Indo-Aryan and PFU, and intro-
duced the PFU as the basis of West Uralic (Volga-Finnic) into the Netted Ware Culture 
of the Upper Volga-Oka (1900–200 BCE).
1. Introductory remarks
The new etymology of Finnish vatsa presented in this paper and its signifi cance 
dawned upon me on the 24th of September 2014, but due to other work this article 
remained unwritten and nearly forgotten for three years. The impulse to compose 
it came from the international colloquium “Contextualizing historical lexicology” 
held at the University of Helsinki on 15–17 May 2017. I attended the lectures held 
on the last day, in particular Martin Kümmel’s keynote speech “Etymological prob-
lems between Indo-Iranian and Uralic”. Kümmel was rather critical with regard to 
many of the Indo-Iranian etymologies proposed for Uralic words by my late friend 
Jorma Koivulehto (1934–2014), and, in private conversation, sceptical also about the 
possibilities to identify specifi cally Indo-Aryan loanwords in Uralic languages. My 
former student and friend Petri Kallio, one of the editors, presented me a 736-page 
book called Verba vagantur (2016 [2017]) just out of press, a selection of Koivulehto’s 
papers reprinted along with his bibliography and a comprehensive word-index to 
Koivulehto’s entire production. Also present was another editor of book, Sampsa 
Holopainen, who is preparing a doctoral dissertation on the Aryan loanwords in 
Uralic languages. There is thus reason to make my current views on this topic acces-
sible to Holopainen and other scholars. The etymology of Finnish vatsa has repercus-
sions on the linguistic history of the Indo-Iranian borderlands as well, and in discuss-
ing these problems I can now draw also on the constructive criticism of my 2015 book 
The Roots of Hinduism received in February-March 2017 from my friend Chlodwig 
Werba in Vienna. My “new archaeological model for the prehistory of the Uralic 
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languages” (Parpola 2012a: 150–169) also requires some adjustment, especially tak-
ing into consideration its improvements with regard to Finno-Saamic by Valter Lang 
(2015–2017). I am most grateful to Petri Kallio, Riho Grünthal, Juha Janhunen and 
two anonymous referees for their critical comments on the draft version; these com-
ments have been integrated in the article with proper acknowledgement.
2. Correlating archaeological and linguistic genealogies: 
on the formation of Indo-Iranian and Finno-Ugrian
One of the theses of this paper is that Finnish vatsa and its cognates go back to a 
Proto-Finno-Ugric borrowing from the Indo-Aryan sub-branch of the Aryan alias 
Indo-Iranian branch of the Indo-European language family. This Indo-Aryan affi nity 
is important for determining the time and place of the borrowing: the determination 
is possible with reference to archaeology. At the same time, the Indo-Aryan affi n-
ity is also important for validating the reconstructed archaeological model for the 
formation of the Indo-Iranian and Uralic languages. It will be easier to follow my 
presentation if I fi rst sketch the outlines of this model, rather than just refer to earlier 
publications (Parpola 2012a and 2015, with more detail and literature). Besides, this 
enables me to make some adjustments to the model. The dates for the archaeologi-
cal cultures are mainly based on Chernykh (2009), but in some cases on more recent 
results (Rassamakin 2012 for the Tripolye culture, and Marchenko & al. 2017 for the 
Sejma-Turbino network).
Building upon the “Kurgan culture” hypothesis of Mariya Gimbutas, J. P. 
Mallory in his In search of the Indo-Europeans (1989) has, in my opinion quite con-
vincingly, established that the roots of Early Proto-Indo-European (PIE) are in the 
Neolithic Khvalynsk culture (5000–4500 BCE) of the Mid-Volga. (This location in 
Mid-Volga is close enough to the Kama Valley around which the Uralic homeland 
probably was situated to account for the earliest linguistic relations between the Indo-
European and Uralic language families.) In the Copper Age, the Khvalynsk people 
expanded westwards, to the area of the Dnieper-Donets culture, thereby creating the 
pastoralist Srednij Stog II culture (4700–3500 BCE) of the Pontic steppes. (On the 
Khvalynsk and Srednij Stog II cultures, see Mallory 1989: 186–210; Anthony 2007: 
135–162, 174–192, 239–249).
These Copper Age pastoralists of the Pontic steppes received their metal objects 
and other prestige goods from the neighbouring (Cucuteni-)Tripolye culture (5600–
3000 BCE) agriculturalists in northeastern Romania and southern Ukraine (on the 
Cucuteni-Tripolye, see Anthony 2007: 162–174). The Tripolye culture was the east-
ernmost extension of the fl ourishing community of the Balkano-Carpathian farmers, 
who had founded what E. N. Chernykh (1992) calls the world’s fi rst “Metallurgical 
province” of miners and metallurgists (Fig. 1). They undoubtedly spoke some lost 
non-Indo-European language(s).
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In the last quarter of the fi fth millennium BCE, the Srednij Stog II people of the 
Pontic steppes invaded the Balkans, caused great destruction to the local cultures, 
and founded there the Cernavoda culture (4000–3200 BCE). Through this and the 
following Ezero culture (3300–2700 BCE) (Fig. 3), the Early PIE language seems to 
have entered from the Balkans to Anatolia, where the pottery of the Troy I culture 
(2900–2500 BCE) (Fig. 3) has its origin in the Ezero culture. This archaeological 
chain enables to derive the Hittite and Luwian languages from Early PIE (Mallory 
1989: 233–243; Anthony 2007: 225–262; Parpola 2008: 33–36).
At the same time as they invaded the Balkans, the Srednij Stog II people also 
invaded the Tripolye culture, but did not destroy it. (Mallory 1989: 235–237; Anthony 
2007: 230–239). On the contrary, the Srednij Stog chiefs apparently took over the 
rule in the Tripolye culture, which became the most populous agricultural commu-
nity of the Copper Age world. Wheeled vehicles (ox-drawn heavy wagons and carts) 
were invented around 3600 BCE in the Late Tripolye culture, which needed transport 
for its agriculture and logistics for its mega-settlements, villages of up to 400 hec-
tares and up to 15,000 inhabitants. The inventors must have spoken Late (or Core) 
PIE, because the PIE language had about a dozen native terms related to wheeled 
vehicles (if new inventions are borrowed, the relevant terms are usually borrowed 
too). A steady increase of steppe-type pottery in the Late Tripolye culture (phase 
C1, 4050–3000 BCE) – from 10% of the total ceramics to dominant type – suggests 
constant infi ltration of the Tripolye culture by pastoralists from the Pontic steppe, and 
language shift from non-IE to Late PIE. (Parpola 2008.)  
The formation of the Corded Ware cultures (2900–2300 BCE) that extend from 
the Netherlands in the west to Mid-Volga in the east has been much debated (see 
Mallory 1989: 243–257). Recent studies of ancient DNA suggest steppe ancestry 
(Kristiansen & al. 2017), but whether this gene fl ow came from the steppe immigrants 
of the Late Tripolye or from the Yamnaya cultures remains to be verifi ed. In any case, 
there is wide agreement that the formation of the Germanic and Balto-Slavic branches 
of the IE language family started with the integration of the Corded Ware cultures 
with the earlier local populations in northwestern and northeastern Europe.
Already before its disintegration, the Late Tripolye culture had exerted strong 
infl uence upon the Pontic steppes, the homeland of Early PIE, where the Yamnaya 
(alias Pit Grave) cultures (3300–2300 BCE) succeeded the Srednej Stog II culture. 
A very early offshoot of the Yamnaya complex proceeded quickly with wagons far 
to the east, forming the Afanasʹevo culture (3300–2400 BCE) in southern Siberia 
and western Mongolia. The Afanasʹevo culture may be the source of the Tokharian 
language, spoken in the fi rst millennium CE in Sinkiang: Tokharian has escaped 
the satem innovation that affected other eastern IE languages ancestral to Albanian, 
Armenian, Balto-Slavic and Indo-Iranian. (Fig. 2)
Proto-Indo-Iranian seems to have formed in the Yamnaya cultures of the North 
Pontic and Volga steppes, between the Bug and Ural rivers. The chains of successive 
cultures leading to the later speaking areas of the Iranian and Indo-Aryan languages 
can be traced to origins in this area. In particular, the Iranian branch seems to have 
Figure 2. The Yamnaya and Afanas'evo cultures. Areal variants of the Yamnaya culture: 1 = 
Volga-Ural, 2 = Poltavka culture, 3 = Kalmykia and the Don-Donets basin, 4 = the Dnieper 
and South Bug basins, 5 = the northwestern coast of the Black Sea. After Chernykh 2008: 
Fig. 7.
Figure 1: The “Balkano-Carpathian Metallurgical Province” of the fi fth millennium BCE.
A: Balkano-Carpathian cultures of settled farmers (A-1 Butmir, A-2 Vinca C/D, A-3 Karanovo 
V - Maritsa, A-4 Karanovo VI - Gumelnitsa, A-5 Varna, A-6 Lengyel, A-7 Tiszapolgar, A-8 
Bodrogkresztur).
B: The Cucuteni-Tripolye culture.
C: The steppe area (C-1 Mariupol', C-2 Srednij Stog, C-3 Khvalynsk). (After Chernykh 2008: 
Fig. 2.)
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Figure 3. The Catacomb Grave culture (1: the Don-Donets basin, 2: Kalmykia, 3: the Dnieper 
and South Bug basins) and other cultures during the second phase of the “Circumpontic 
Metallurgical Province”: N-Ca = the North Caucasian culture, Be-Ma = the Bedeni-Markopi 
culture. (After Chernykh 2008: Fig. 8.)
its origin in the Catacomb Grave culture (3000–2000 BCE) that developed from the 
Yamnaya cultures of the North Pontic steppe (Fig. 3), which was occupied by Scythian 
nomads speaking an Iranian language at the dawn of history in the fi rst millennium 
BCE. The Indo-Aryan branch, on the other hand, seems to have developed from the 
more easterly Yamnaya cultures of the Volga-Ural steppes; their successors were the 
fi rst to spread to the Asiatic steppes and eventually also to India.
At the same time as the Srednij Stog II people invaded the Balkans and the 
Tripolye culture, they also invaded northern Caucasus, founding there the splen-
did Majkop culture (4000–3000 BCE). This invasion was motivated by the copper 
resources of the Caucasus, which also attracted people from the Uruk culture of 
Mesopotamia. These events marked the creation of the “Circumpontic Metallurgical 
Province”, which now replaced the “Balkano-Carpathian Metallurgical Province” 
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destroyed by the Srednij Stog II invasion. The Majkop culture was succeeded by the 
North Caucasian culture (3000–2000 BCE) (Fig. 3), which was the source of metal for 
the contemporary Catacomb Grave culture (3000–2000 BCE) that was formed in the 
Pontic steppe within the Yamnaya complex as a result of the North Caucasian cultural 
infl uence. (Chernykh 2009: 121–128.)
 The eastern border of the Catacomb Grave culture and the Circumpontic 
Metallurgical Province was the Volga river. The eastern Yamnaya communities of the 
Volga-Ural steppes (3300–2300 BCE) exploited different metal sources in the south 
Ural steppe. The “Eurasian Metallurgical Province” of the Late Bronze Age really 
came into being around 2300 BCE, when the Abashevo culture (2300–1800 BCE) 
expanded from the Upper Don to the valleys of the Mid-Volga, Kama and Belaya 
rivers (Fig. 4). The target of this expansion was to take possession of the local sand-
stone deposits which were a rich source of pure copper. Subsequently, the Abashevo-
related Sintashta culture (2200–1800 BCE) formed in the southern trans-Urals (Fig. 
4). Its extension, the pastoralist Petrovka culture (2000–1700 BCE), spread widely in 
the steppes of western Siberia and southern Central Asia (Fig. 4). (Chernykh 2009: 
128–133).
The Alakulʹ Andronovo culture (1800–1500 BCE), which had a vast distribution 
in the steppe and forest-steppe of the Trans-Urals and Kazakhstan, is considered to 
Figure 4. The formative phase of the “Eurasian Metallurgical Province”, with the distribution of 
the Abashevo, Sintashta and Petrovka cultures (the map does not show Petrovka’s wider ex-
tension to southern Central Asia, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan), and the fi nds of the 
Sejma-Turbino trade network. (After Parpola 2015: 57 Fig. 7.3, based on Chernykh 2007: 77.)
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have its origin in the Petrovka culture (Koryakova & Epimakhov 2007: 128–138). 
The more easterly distributed Fëdorovo Andronovo culture (1900–1400 BCE) is a 
very similar pastoralist culture with a different burial practice and debated origin 
(Koryakova & Epimakhov 2007: 138–150). (Fig. 5.)
The horse-drawn chariot was developed around 2100 BCE in the Sintashta cul-
ture, and spread quickly in many directions. Through the Petrovka culture it came 
to the Bactria and Margiana Archaeological Complex (BMAC) (2500–1500 BCE) of 
southern Central Asia, where Petrovka pastoralists speaking Proto-Indo-Aryan took 
over in the 20th century BCE, and continued in the BMAC garb to the Indus Valley on 
the one hand (e.g. BMAC cemeteries at Quetta and Sibri 1900 BCE) and to northern 
Iran (Tepe Hissar 1900 BCE) and Syria on the other. (Fig. 6.) The Mitanni kingdom of 
Syria (1600–1300 BCE) was ruled by kings with Indo-Aryan names, and a Mitannian 
called Kikkuli composed a manual for training chariot horses in the Hittite language, 
but with technical terms in Indo-Aryan. The Rigvedic hymns were composed in Old 
Indo-Aryan around 1300–1100 BCE in the Indo-Iranian borderlands and the northern 
Indus Valley. The horse-drawn chariot is mentioned hundreds of times in them, while 
there are just two clear references to horse-riding.
Figure 5. Distribution of the Srubnaya, Alakul' Andronovo, Fëdorovo Andronovo and 
Cherkaskul' monuments. (After Parpola 2015: 62 Fig. 7.6, based on Chlenova 1984: map 
facing page 100.)
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The Abashevo culture (2300–1800 BCE) expanded not only southwards within 
the forest steppe and grass steppe regions of the Trans-Urals, but also east and 
west in the northern forest zone. It was the copper-rich sandstone deposits of the 
Kama and Belaya Valleys that attracted the Abashevo people to move into their 
northern extension, an area which would be a good candidate for the homeland of 
Proto-Uralic speakers. On the basis of lexical evidence, Proto-Uralic speakers were 
sub-Neolithic hunter-gatherers, who practiced some metallurgy (the Uralic word 
*wäśka1 originally meant ‘copper’) and lived in the forest region of northern Russia 
near the Ural mountains (the Cembra pine, *sïksi in Proto-Uralic, and the Siberian 
fi r, PU *ńulka, do not grow west of the Kama and Pechora rivers). The Chalcolithic 
Garino-Bor culture of the Kama and Vyatka Valleys practised limited metallurgy 
(Chernykh 1992: 186–187), and could well have been the original culture of Proto-
Uralic speakers. In any case, the fact that Proto-Finno-Ugric had Aryan loanwords 
suggests that Proto-Uralic speakers formed the substratum of the Abashevo people 
in their new northern habitat in the forest zone, and that the two people mingled 
together into one bilingual society.
This hypothesis – that the northern extension of the Abashevo culture was bilin-
gual in Proto-Uralic/PFU and Proto-Indo-Aryan – is made nearly certain by the pos-
sibility of explaining the dispersal of Proto-Uralic into its later branches by means 
of the Sejma-Turbino trade network (Fig. 4) closely connected with the Abashevo 
culture. This network produced and distributed high class bronze weapons from the 
Altai and Sayan mountains in Siberia to northern Europe up to Finland, a stretch 
of some 6000 km. With 19 radiocarbon dates, the duration of the Sejma-Turbino 
network was fi xed to 2150–1600 BCE (with sigma 1 calibration) (Chernykh & al. 
2017), but now, with 38 dates, to c. 2200–1900 BCE (Marchenko & al. 2017). This 
makes the Sejma-Turbino network contemporaneous with the Abashevo culture, 
and indeed Sejma-Turbino weapons are found on many Abashevo sites, e.g. at the 
Turbino burial ground on the Kama and at the Abashevo sites of the Mid-Volga 
basin. The well-armed trader-warriors of the network had strong military power, 
and were keen to make pacts with local rulers. Thus, they could also spread a lan-
guage by imposing it on the local population through elite dominance.2
1. As Petri Kallio points out, the reconstruction of Proto-Uralic *wäśka is problematic: ”The cognate 
set displays multiple irregularities in vocalism due to which the attested forms cannot be reconciled 
into a single proto-form” (Aikio 2015: 42).
2. Chernykh (2009: 134) stresses ”the extremely swift movements of the military of the Seima-Turbino 
groups”: ”The Seima-Turbino tribes consisted not only of metallurgists but also of warrior-horsemen. 
Their weapons and military organization appear to have been so good that they were able, in a very 
short span of time, to migrate over thousands of kilometres across the western Siberian forest-steppe 
and marshy taiga, over the Urals, and into the forested expanses of eastern Europe.” (Chernykh 1992: 
215). The horse fi gures prominently on the tops of the Sejma-Turbino metal knives (Parpola 2015: 64 
Fig. 7.8) and stone sceptres (Parpola 2015: 65 Fig. 7.9), but no horse-rider is depicted; instead a ski-jorer 
pulled by a horse is fi gured in the top of one Sejma-Turbino knife (Parpola 2015: 67 Fig. 7.10). I suggest 
that the Sejma-Turbino warrior-traders did not ride, but used horses to pull their sledges in winter, a 
time suitable for expeditions of trading and raiding. The Andronovo pastoralists of the Asiatic steppes 
did not ride, but had horse-drawn chariots.
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Chernykh (1992: 215–233; 2009: 133–134) and Chernykh and Kuzʹminykh (1989: 266–
277) have been arguing for an eastern (Altai and Sayan) origin of the Sejma-Turbino net-
work, laying emphasis on the difference in technology and artefact forms from those of 
the Abashevo and Sintashta cultures. It can be argued, however, that the Sejma-Turbino 
metallurgy had its origin in the Abashevo culture, whose “metal mafi a”, on arriving to 
the forest zone, got from local people knowledge of the good ores of copper and tin in 
the distant Altai and Sayan mountains. Keen to take possession of this superior new 
source of metal and to start production there, they employed local hunters well aware of 
the long-distance routes to guide their metalsmiths to the Altai-Sayan mountains. Once 
there, these specialists had the requisite knowledge and means to develop their craft fur-
ther, not excluding the infl uence of local metallurgical traditions, and then to export the 
newly designed products along the same route back to the west. A key issue concerning 
Figure 6. Expansion of the BMAC, c. 1900–1750 BCE. (After Hiebert 1994: Fig. 10.8.)
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the creation of the Sejma-Turbino network is the technique of core-casting by means of 
which it is possible to produce socketed spearheads and axes of one piece, a technique 
which could not be acquired from the local cultures around the Altai region, but which 
the Abashevo metalsmiths did possess. (Carpelan & Parpola 2001: 99–111.)
The creation of the Sejma-Turbino network in 2200 BCE offers a good archaeological 
counterpart for the break-off of the Samoyed branch from Early Proto-Uralic: if the Proto-
Uralic speakers of the Abashevo culture stayed in the Altai-Sayan mountains – where 
Sayan Samoyedic was formerly spoken – they were virtually separated from the Finno-
Ugric branch. This correlation has already been suggested by Christian Carpelan (1999: 
270; 2000: 25–27; Carpelan & Parpola 2001: 109) and by Petri Kallio (2006: 16–17).3
While the majority of the Proto-Indo-Aryan speakers of the Abashevo culture 
seem to have moved to the Sintashta and Petrovka cultures, the Uralic speakers appar-
ently prevailed in the Mid-Volga-Kama-Belaya area, where the Abashevo culture was 
succeeded by the Prikazan culture (1900–800 BCE) which received immigrants from 
both the Alakulʹ Andronovo (linguistically belonging to the Indo-Aryan branch) 
and from the early Pokrovo variant of the Srubnaya culture (Fig. 5), descended via 
the KMK alias Babino III culture (2100–1850 BCE) from the Catacomb Grave cul-
ture (linguistically belonging to the Iranian branch). In the ninth century BCE, the 
Prikazan culture developed into the powerful Ananʹino culture (800–200 BCE) 
(Fig. 7), which undoubtedly had Proto-Permic as its language. Just as the Ananʹino 
had preserved its Uralic language from the Abashevo culture, so it had preserved the 
Sejma-Turbino traditions in its metallurgy, which started fl ourishing after fresh con-
tacts with Iranian-speaking cultures from the south. Ananʹino exerted much infl uence 
both eastwards to the Urals and westwards to northern Fennoscandia. (Chernykh 
1992: 262; Patrushev 2000: 89–99; Koryakova & Epimakhov 2007: 194, 252–261; 
Parpola 2012a: 163; Kuzʹminykh & Chizhevskij 2017).
The Finno-Ugric branch spread with the Sejma-Turbino network rapidly west-
wards. The strong Abashevo/Sejma-Turbino infl uence on the local Volosovo and 
Fatʹyanovo cultures (probably speaking an unknown substratum language and an early 
form of Balto-Slavic respectively) created the Netted Ware (Textile Ceramic) culture 
(1900–200 BCE) of the Upper Volga (Fig. 8). The language of its new leading elite, ini-
tially identical with Proto-Finno-Ugric, eventually prevailed in the Netted Ware culture 
as West Uralic alias Volga-Finnic. A strong infl uence on the Netted Ware culture was 
3. In 2007 and 2009, Jaakko Häkkinen suggested common linguistic innovations for the Samoyed 
and Ugric branches, and on this basis I proposed (Parpola 2012a; b) connecting the supposed East Ural-
ic with the Cherkaskulʹ culture (1850–1500 BCE) of Bashkiria and the Mid- and South Trans-Urals. 
Part of Cherkaskulʹ people became nomadic pastoralists, who spread widely to the Siberian steppes, 
even as far east as the Minusinsk basin (Koryakova & Epimakhov 2007: 150–155) (Fig. 5). Häkkinen’s 
reconstruction of East Uralic uniting Samoyed with Ugric is, however, not accepted by a leading expert 
of Uralistics, Juha Janhunen (personal communication, 2017), and, on the other hand, the distance of 
the Samoyedic branch from Finno-Ugric seems to require a fairly early separation. The Cherkaskulʹ 
culture, therefore, should rather be related to the Ugric branch, where the Hungarians have long been 
nomadic pastoralists, perhaps earlier than the Sargat culture (500 BCE to 300 CE) with which I have 
correlated them (Parpola 2012a: 167).
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exerted by its southern neighbour, the Pozdnyakovo culture (1800–1400 BCE), a variant 
of the Srubnaya culture (with an Iranian branch language) (Fig. 9).
Around 1700 BCE, the Netted Ware spread towards north and northwest, to 
eastern and central Finland and to Karelia. I have earlier correlated this migration 
with the formation of the Saami branch (Parpola 2012a: 155). Pauli Rahkonen (2013) 
has more plausibly associated it with toponymic evidence from this area that he inter-
prets as traces of an otherwise unknown early form of West Uralic.
Around 1000 BCE, the Netted Ware spreads slightly eastwards to the Mid-Volga 
area between the mouths of the Oka and Vyatka rivers. Under strong infl uence of the 
powerful Ananʹino culture further east, this eastern expansion of the Netted Ware 
developed into the Akozino-Akhmylovo culture (c. 800–300 BCE) (Patrushev 2000; 
Parpola 2012: 151). On this basis, I made the following proposal:
I suggest that Proto-Finnic was introduced to the Baltic area by warrior-traders 
of the Akozino-Akhmylovo culture, who brought the Akozino-Mälar axes to 
southern and southwestern Finland, the Åland islands and, in so great num-
bers that it must have involved the movement of a fair amount of people, to the 
Mälaren area of eastern Sweden around 800–500 BCE (Figure 7 [here Fig. 10]). 
This main route along which the Akozino-Mälar axes went westwards probably 
followed the same waterways as the Vikings later, but another trade route was 
through the Daugava valley mentioned earlier while speaking of South Estonian 
as the Finnic language that was the fi rst to separate from the protolanguage. […] 
On the basis of the associated archaeological evidence detailed below, I suggest 
that the ‘immigration of Finnic’ was not from Estonia to SW Finland as has 
Figure 7. Distribution of the Anan'ino axes according to Sergej V. Kuz'minykh. (After 
Kuz'minykh 1996: 20 Abb. 12.)
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been thought, but in the opposite direction, taking the Proto-Finnic language to 
Estonia (Estonian) and then further to Courland (Livonian) and to Latvia (the 
Finnic superstratum whose assimilation to the local Baltic speakers led to the 
differentiation of Lithuanian and Latvian). (Parpola 2012a: 153).
As evidence for the immigration of a new culture (and not just traded goods) brought 
to the Baltic region (Estonia, Livonia, southern coast of Finland and central Sweden 
around Lake Mälaren) from western Russia, I mentioned, in addition to the bronze 
axes of the Akozino-Mälar type, a new eastern type of burial (the so-called tarand 
graves), hill forts similar to the gorodishche of Early Iron Age western Russia, and 
other related materials, as well as initiation of a new type of pottery (Ilmandu ceram-
ics in Estonia, Morby ceramics in Finland). (Parpola 2012a: 151–155.) Coming from 
the Netted Ware culture that occupied roughly the speaking area of Mordvin, and 
with a short stay in the area of the future Mari speakers, the immigrants would have 
had the proper Volga-Finnic linguistic background.
The basic thesis of this new hypothesis – that the main thrust of the Finnic immi-
gration into the Baltic region came from Russia with the Akozino-Mälar axes (Fig. 
10) and the cultural features mentioned above – was fully accepted by Valter Lang 
in 2015 in his article “Formation of Proto-Finnic – an archaeological scenario from 
the Bronze Age / Early Iron Age”. Lang had refrained from discussing the problem 
Figure 8. Distribution of the Netted Ware according to Carpelan (2002: 198). A: Emergence 
of the Netted Ware on the Upper Volga c. 1900 calBC. B: Spread of Netted Ware by c. 
1800 calBC. C: Early Iron Age spread of Netted Ware. (After Carpelan 2002: 198 > Parpola 
2012a: 151.)
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of Proto-Finnic immigration in his excellent monograph “The Bronze and Early Iron 
Ages in Estonia” (2007), but as a leading specialist of Estonian archaeology he has 
now in recent articles (Lang 2015, 2016; Lang & Pajusalu 2017) refi ned and rectifi ed 
my model. Most importantly, Lang rejected my suggestion that the Saami speakers 
came to Finland a millennium earlier with the northern expansion of the Netted Ware, 
and its corollary, that all the immigrants belonged to the Finnic branch. Instead, Lang 
proposed that the northwestern import route of the Akozino-Mälar axes was used by 
speakers of the Saami branch, while the southwestern route via the Daugava Valley 
was used by speakers of the Finnic branch. I am happy to accept this proposal of a 
simultaneous immigration of the Saami and Finnic branches to the Baltic area, which 
neatly agrees with the linguistic evidence.
Figure 9. Distribution of the principal sites of the Pozdnyakovo culture in the upper Volga 
and Oka basins. a = habitation site, b = cemetery of kurgan burials, c = cemetery of intern-
ment burials, d = hoard. (After Bader, Krajnov & Kosarev 1987: 132, map 24.)
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Commenting upon the present paper, Riho Grünthal expressed his doubt that the 
Saami and Finnic branches would have arrived from inner Russia to the Baltic region 
as already differentiated languages. He sees their formation and fi nal separation as 
taking place only in the Baltic area:4 according to Grünthal, the issue is primarily 
about the immigration routes and dating. In Petri Kallio’s opinion, however, West 
Uralic was already divided into three branches when the Finnic moved to the south-
west, Saami to the northwest, and Mordvin (a little later) to the east. The later spread 
of Finnic Kallio sees best explained from a homeland in southern Estonia.5
At present, my position on this matter is the following. The differentiation of West 
Uralic (Volga-Finnic) started around 1000 BCE with the eastward expansion of the Netted 
Ware. The Mordvin branch stayed in the old homeland and continued the traditions of 
4. This is actually also the view of Valter Lang (2015: 73).
5. Kallio has discussed the dispersal of Proto-Finnic in numerous papers downloadable at 
<https://helsinki.academia.edu/PetriKallio> and in Kallio (2014).
Figure 10. Distribution of the Akozino-Mälar axes according to Sergej V. Kuz'minykh. (After 
Kuz'minykh 1996: 8, Abb. 2.)
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the Netted Ware, while the eastern extension of the Netted Ware developed into the 
Akozino-Akhmylovo culture 1000–800 BCE, becoming the original homeland of those 
branches of West Uralic that almost immediately started spreading westwards, the main 
thrust being marked by the presence of Akozino-Mälar axes 800–500 BCE. The Finnic 
and Saami branches started splitting from each other only around 500 BCE when this 
westward movement was accomplished. The Finno-Saamic proto-language could thus be 
dated between 1000–500 BCE. The Finnic branch then formed in Estonia, starting from 
the south, and absorbed there many loanwards from Baltic, the main local language since 
the arrival of the Corded Ware, but also from Germanic spoken in the coastal areas.
With regard to Saami, it has always been thought – and this is also what Lang 
(2015: 68) proposes – that the Saami branch formed in Finland and Karelia and spread 
to Scandinavia via Lapland. I have considered an alternative – that the Saami branch 
formed in central Sweden and then spread northwards from that homeland:
The Saami […] languages are spoken in an area stretching from Dalarna in cent-
ral Sweden to the tip of the Kola Peninsula in Russia. All the languages in the 
area are fairly similar in structure and basic vocabulary. Although there are no 
deep linguistic boundaries, one can distinguish between ten Saami languages 
which differ from each other to the same degree as the Germanic or Romance 
languages. Neighboring dialects on each side of a language boundary are nor-
mally close to each other in vocabulary, so that the Saami languages form a 
chain in which speakers of adjacent dialects understand each other rather easily. 
The central dialects of Saami differ from each other to the extent that mutual 
understanding requires a fair amount of practice. (Sammallahti 1998: 1.)
Evert Baudou (1960: 174–175) counted as many as 86 ‘Mälar type’ (B1) axes in Sweden, 
most of them coming without context from the Mälaren area where they had probably 
come in around 800–600 BCE both through the Daugava Valley and through southern 
Finland and the Åland Islands. Among the 269 Akozino-Mälar axes of the Volga-Kama 
area counted by Sergej Kuzʹminykh (1996: 9), there are 26 of his ‘KAM-4 type’ that 
matches the ‘Mälar type’ of Baudou. (See also Yushkova 2012.) Stressing that, so far, 
no moulds have been found in Sweden, Lang (2015: 77–79) suggests that the Mälar axes 
came to Sweden from Estonia just as trade goods. However, there are several indica-
tions that the axes were brought there by immigrants from the east.
The only axe found in archaeological excavations comes from a habitation site at a 
hill fort in Darsgärde, stratifi ed under a layer belonging to Early Iron Age, together with 
‘striated pottery’ that has been compared with the contemporary Morby pottery of south-
ern Finland and the Ilmandu pottery of Estonia (Ambrosiani 1959; 1964; Eriksson 2009: 
248; 2012: 195; Ojala 2016: 194–195). Eriksson (2012: 195) observes that at Darsgärde,
[…] pots of more local type were also found at the site (e.g. rusticated jars and bur-
nished bowls), but they are in a minority (Reisborg 1989). The pottery at the site 
is so deviant in Scandinavia that it is impossible to explain it without considering 
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immigration. There are several sites with pottery, especially with striated surfaces 
and decorated with pits […] The sites are mainly distributed in the eastern part of 
the region but also appear around Uppsala […] Striation is common in the region 
around Lake Mälaren at the end of the Bronze Age until the Roman Iron Age. It 
is in a minority at most sites, but it is so common […] Striation became part of the 
local culture in the Mälaren basin […] (Eriksson 2012: 195–196).
Not only axes, hill forts and related pottery, but also tarand graves, are found in the 
Mälaren area (Feldt 2002; 2005). The symbiosis of these immigrants with the local 
population would be a good explanation for the great number of early Germanic loan-
words in Saami, which have been studied especially by Ante Aikio (2006) and Jaakko 
Häkkinen (2010 [2]). The archaisms of South Saami to which Häkkinen (2010 [2]: 
9–10) has drawn attention6 is another linguistic feature that could hint to a southern 
homeland of Saami. In this scenario, the later expansion of Finnic to Finland would 
have submerged a lost fourth branch of West Uralic.
However, such hunches can be deceptive.7 Only the traditional view according 
to which Saami formed in Finland and Karelia can explain the very numerous Saami 
loanwords from Finnic and many toponyms attesting Saami sound changes: this lin-
guistic evidence is convincingly presented by Ante Aikio (see references, especially 
2009 and 2012b). But survival of Proto-Finno-Saamic in the Mälaren region until the 
arrival of Saami from the north could explain the divergent archaic features of South 
Saami (e.g. Ylikoski 2018). 
3. An early Finno-Ugric loanword from early Indo-Aryan
The above correlations of archaeological cultures with language groups suggests that 
Proto-Finno-Ugric was spoken with early Indo-Aryan in the Abashevo culture and 
the Sejma-Turbino trade network between 2200–1900 BCE, and that Proto-Finno-
Ugric constitutes the oldest phase of West Uralic. If this hypothesis is correct, all 
Aryan loanwords in Proto-Finno-Ugric go back to the Indo-Aryan branch. But it has 
been very diffi cult to identify among the early Aryan loanwords in Finno-Ugric lan-
guages items that come from the Indo-Aryan branch and not from Proto-Indo-Iranian 
or Proto-Iranian.8 Are there any such items to corroborate the hypothesis?
6. Häkkinen proposed that South Saami speakers might have migrated early on over the Baltic Sea 
from Finland to Sweden, instead of having reached there via Lapland.
7. Without consulting the evidence presented by Ante Aikio (see references), I was rash enough to 
present this alternative for the formation of Saami as possible at the ”Split” conference held at the 
University of Copenhagen in September 2017, where I spoke about ”The split of Indo-Iranian”. I am 
grateful to my anonymous referee for asking me to reconsider.
8. This applies also to the words cited in the recent paper of Napolʹskikh (2014), to which my referee 
has drawn my attention. In the wake of V. A. Abaev and E. A. Khelimskij, Napolʹskikh suggests that 
Finno-Ugric languages were in contact with Indo-Aryan, but specifi cally the Indo-Aryan spoken in the 
second millennium BCE in the Andronovo cultures (see fi gs. 5 & 11).
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One fairly clear case seems to be the compound *mete-śišta ‘beeswax’, which 
has refl exes in Mordvin, Mari, Udmurt and Komi (for details see Carpelan & Parpola 
2001: 122–126). This compound has an exact match in Sanskrit madhu-śiṣṭa- ‘bees-
wax’ (lit. ‘what is left over of honey’), attested in Rāmāyaṇa 5,60,10, while some 
other Sanskrit texts have closely related synonyms, madhūcchiṣṭa- and madhuśeṣa-. 
Moreover, the latter part of the compound is the past participle of the Indo-Aryan 
verb śiṣ- < *śiš- ‘to leave (over); be left, remain’, which appears to have no counter-
part in the Iranian branch.9 The etymology attests to the existence of the RUKI-rule 
(according to which *s > *š after *r, *u, *k and *i) that Indo-Iranian has partly in 
common with Balto-Slavic (Kobayashi 2004: 149–151). The Abashevo culture was 
in contact with the Fatyanovo and Balanovo cultures, East European varieties of the 
Corded Ware complex, that, with great probability, had early Balto-Slavic as their 
language (Anthony 2007: 379–385). Wax was needed for cire perdue casting of ani-
mal and anthropomorphic fi gurines of the Sejma-Turbino metalwork (Chernykh 1992: 
203–204, 228), and the region where honey and wax could and was produced was 
above all the forested region of Russia between Mid-Volga and the Urals (Carpelan & 
Parpola 2001: 114–122).
4. Proto-Finno-Ugric *waća or *waćća: Phonological considerations
Károly Rédei (1988 UEW I: 547) reconstructs *waća ‘stomach’ to the Finno-Ugric pro-
tolanguage (PFU), but considers this reconstruction uncertain, because on the Ugric 
side the word waś ‘stomach’ is known only from a single (i.e. the northern) dialect of 
the Mansi (Vogul) language and because, according to Rédei, the quality of the vowel 
is uncertain. Proto-Mansi *ć (inherited from PFU *ć) has changed into Modern Mansi 
ś (Sammallahti 1988: 512), and other authorities (Collinder 1955: 123; SKES 1978, VI: 
1677; SSA 2000, 3: 419a) have been convinced of the word’s PFU origin. The vowel a 
in present Mansi dialects can come from several different vowels of Proto-Mansi (Juha 
Janhunen, personal communication; Sammallahti 1988: 506). Petri Kallio pointed out 
that PFU word-initial *wa- has regularly become *u- in Proto-Mansi, particularly in 
a-stems: *wajo- ‘sink’ > *uj-; *wanča- ‘move cautiously’> *unš-; *wara ‘edge, ridge’ 
> *ur (Sammallahti 1988: 551; Reshetnikov & Zhivlov 2011: 104; Aikio 2015: 56–57). 
According to my anonymous referee, this is indeed a common development, but other 
different changes have also taken place, such as *wača- ‘to scrape, scratch’ > MSo. osɣ- 
(UEW I: 549); *wačɜ- ‘intelligence, memory’ > MSo. os (UEW I: 550), *waδʹkɜ ‘bend 
of river’ > MSo. wɔɔlʹ- (UEW I: 550); *wajće ‘duck’ > MSo. wās (UEW I: 552); *walka- 
‘to land, to descend’ > MLO wāɣl- (UEW I: 554); and *waśke ‘metal’ > MSo. at-wəs 
(UEW I: 560). Rédei’s hesitation in deriving North Mansi waś ‘stomach’ from PFU 
*waća ‘stomach’ is therefore justifi ed, but the etymology does not seem impossible. 
9. Hintze (1994: 457) and Werba (1997: 243 no. 195) connect Sanskrit śiṣ- with Avestan siiazd-/
sižd- ‘to distance from, recede, chase away’; but Lubotsky (2004) and Cheung (2006: 343) link Avestan 
siiazd/sižd- etymologically with Sanskrit sedh- and Latin cēdere.
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In my opinion, the precisely identical meaning ‘stomach’ linking the Mansi word with 
Finnic *vatsa ‘stomach’ supports the comparison.
At the other end of the language family, the word is attested in the Finnic 
branch as follows: Finnish vatsa, Karelian vattša, Ludic vatš, Veps vac, Votic vattsa, 
Estonian vats, Livonian vatsā,10 all with ‘stomach’ as the basic meaning.11 The PFU 
reconstruction should, however, be *waća/*waćća instead of Rédei’s *waća. Petri 
Kallio notes that if the Mansi word is dismissed, the PFU reconstruction should be 
just *waćća, where the geminate -ćć- is a natural replacement of Aryan -ts-, which 
was a long consonant cluster (cf. Pāli and Prakrit vaccha-) and not a short (ungemi-
nated) affricate. As PFU lacked the consonant cluster *ts, as well a dental affricate *c, 
Aryan *-ts- had to be substituted with the geminated palatal affricate *-ćć-. In “Early 
Proto-Finnic” (the ancestor of the Finnic and Saami branches ± Mordvin), PFU *ć / 
*ćć lost its palatalization, becoming the dental affricate *c / *cc, which in turn became 
s / ts in Finnish (Koivulehto 1999: 219 = 2016: 221; Kallio 2007: 233; Lehtinen 2007: 
95–97). If the Mansi evidence is discarded, Early Proto-Finnic *vacca could in the-
ory be derived directly from Proto-Indo-Aryan *vatsa-, without going back to PFU, 
that may lack the support of Mansi; this alternative, however, seems excluded by the 
archaeological evidence. It is out of the question that *waćća or *vacca was borrowed 
from Proto-Indo-European, where the word had the shape *wetsó-, in which form it 
probably still survived also in early Proto-Indo-Iranian, as we shall see.
10. Petri Kallio has modernized the references to accord with the current dictionary forms. He notes 
that the etymological dictionaries quote for Livonian only vats, which is a loan from Estonian, and fail 
to record Livonian vatsā inherited from Proto-Finnic.
11. In addition, there are the following words in Mordvin, whose relationship with Finnish vatsa has 
been considered uncertain for phonological and semantic reasons (cf. SKES 1978 VI: 1677; Rédei 1988 
UEW I: 547; SSA 2000, 3: 419a). I owe the following comments to Riho Grünthal. Principally, Mordvin 
words should be cited as they are presented in Paasonen’s Mordwinisches Wörterbuch (1990–99). In 
this case, the key words and literary variants are E (= Erzya dialect) vačo, M (= Moksha dialect) vača, 
which can be derived from Proto-Volga-Finnic *vača (the PFU form would be the same). The meaning 
is ‘hunger, hungry’, not too far from ‘stomach’. The derivative E vačodo ‘hungry’ (+ M) is an adjective 
(with the old *(e)tA suffi x), while the plain E vača functions as an attribute without adjectival markers. 
The same stem is also used as a verb: E vačoms ‘to be hungry’ (+ M). The verb is often used in as-
sociation with the word for ‘stomach’, E peke, M pekä, e.g. pekem vačsʹ, literally ‘my stomach became 
hungry’; in addition to those mentioned by Rédei (1988 UEW I: 379), Mordvin peke has a cognate in 
Veps, pöko (< *pekkV) (VeK pököiš om kiškad i pärmin ‘mahassa ovat suolet ja perna’, SUST 86: 270), 
and in Karelian, pökkö, pökki (SKES 1962 III: 694). The affricate č of Mordvin vačo, vača, however, 
goes back to PFU *č and thus differs from the PFU *ć refl ected in Finnic words. The Mordvin words 
are of a separate and apparently more recent origin, because in old Uralic vocabulary the two dialects 
usually have different refl ections of PFU *č (E č M š), but in this word both have č. The expected leni-
tion into sibilant in Mordvin has taken place also in the Aryan loanword E čari, čaro, M šari < Proto-
Mordvin *čara ‘wheel, ring’ (on this word see also Grünthal 2008). Cf. Keresztes (1987 I: 143–144): ”...
Aufgrund dieser Fakten kam ich zum Schluß, daß das wortanlautende *č und *š in der zweiten Hälfte 
der FV-Periode ... zusammenfi elen bzw. frei wechselten ... Diese Erscheinung widerspiegelt sich in den 
heutigen Dialekten auf verschiedene Weise ... im Erzanischen wurde č verallgemeinert, im Mokscha-
nischen š.” – Petri Kallio observes that Proto-Mordvin *čara comes rather from Iranian *čaχra than 
Indo-Iranian/Indo-Aryan *cakra, because the cluster k + liquid would have resulted in a metathesis in 
Mordvin (cf. PFU *śüklä > Mordvin E ćil'gä, M śil'ge), while the Iranian spirant *χ could be left without 
substitution as it had no exact counterpart on the Uralic side.
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5. Finnish vatsa and Sanskrit vatsá-: bridging the semantic gap
Finnish vatsa- has been considered a native Finno-Ugric word. One circumstance 
undoubtedly favouring this conception is that the word denotes a body part, known to 
belong to the most conservative portion of the lexicon (cf. also Hakulinen 1968: 252). Yet 
I am really surprised that, in spite of their great phonetic similarity, nobody seems to have 
earlier proposed that it actually is an early Aryan loanword, borrowed either from Proto-
Indo-Iranian *vatsá-, or rather (as discussed below), from Proto-Indo-Aryan *vatsá-.
Of course, the main reason why these so similar Finno-Ugric and Aryan words 
have so far not been connected etymologically is their semantic difference. Yet this 
difference can be reasonably bridged. In Indo-Aryan, the word vatsa- and its deriva-
tives have two principal meanings: ‘calf’ and ‘year’. Already in the earliest Sanskrit 
text, the Ṛgveda, vatsá- means ‘calf’ and ‘child’ (Grassmann 1996: 1199), and these 
meanings are found in later Sanskrit literature as well. In the sense ‘child’, it is often 
used in the vocative as a term of endearment, ‘my dear, my babe’. Sanskrit litera-
ture also has various derivatives like (with the diminutive suffi x -ka-) vatsaka- (m.) / 
vatsikā- (f.) ‘little calf, heifer’, (with the comparative suffi x -tara-) vatsatara- ‘weaned 
calf, very young calf’, vatsala- ‘(cow) attached to her calf, loving, tender, compassion-
ate’. (Böhtlingk & Roth 1871, VI: 645–646; Macdonell 1924: 267c). These words are 
inherited into Middle Indo-Aryan with the change ts > cch (Pali and Prakrit vaccha-, 
vacchaka- ‘calf’) and into the various Modern Indo-Aryan languages (Turner 1966: 
655–656 nos. 11239, 11241, 11244). In the meaning ‘year’, Sanskrit vatsa- is attested 
only by lexicographers and in the Vedic compound tri-vatsá- ‘three years old’, but it 
is present in the Ṛgveda (4,33,4) with the prefi x sam- in the expression saṁvátsam 
‘for one year’. The derivative vats-ará- is attested in Vedic texts as the name of a 
particular year in a longer time cycle, and it is continued in Middle Indo-Aryan (Pali 
& Prakrit vacchara- ‘year’), but the usual Sanskrit word for ‘year’ is saṁvatsará- 
(Turner 1966: 656 nos. 11240, 11242; 753 no. 13011).
Both meanings, ‘calf’ and ‘year’, go back to Proto-Indo-European, where the 
basic word was *wet ‘year’ (Hittite witt- ‘year’) and its enlargement *wet-es- n. ‘year’ 
(Greek wétos, étos ‘year’; also Latin vetus, gen. veteris ‘old’).12 PIE *wetes- was fur-
ther enlarged with an accented thematic vowel (with or without loss of the preced-
ing short vowel) into *wet(e)s-ó-; this meant either ‘yearling’ (one year old animal 
or child) or ‘bejahrt’, i.e. ‘(many) years old’. Besides Indo-Iranian (Sanskrit vatsá- 
‘calf’), the derivative *wet(e)s-ó- appears to be refl ected in Albanian viç / vitsh ‘calf’, 
Lithuanian vẽtušas ‘old’ and Old Bulgarian / Old Russian vetъchъ ‘old’ (Frisk 1960 
I: 583–584). Other derivatives of PIE *wet- with the meaning ‘yearling, one-year-old 
animal’ are Greek ételon / étalon and Latin vitulus ‘calf’ and Umbrian vitluf ‘vitulos’, 
Gothic wiþrus ‘sheep yearling, lamb of one year’ (< PIE *wet-r(u)), and Albanian 
12. My anonymous referee thinks it useful to point out that Koivulehto (1999a: 218 = 2016: 220) 
has posited Proto-Aryan *vatas- ‘year’ as the source of Proto-Uralic *wotV ‘year’, even though Aikio 
(2012a: 233–234) has refuted this etymology by demonstrating that the Proto-Uralic reconstruction 
should be *ïdi ‘year/autumn’.
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vjetë f. ‘calf’ ~ Albanian vit (sg.), vyet (sg. & plur.) ‘year’ (Pokorny 1959 I: 1175; 
Vasmer 1953 I: 194; Frisk 1960 I: 579–580; Mayrhofer 1996 II: 495).
The Finnish word vatsa with its direct cognates in other Finnic languages denotes 
besides ‘stomach’ also ‘womb’, and the adjectival derivatives vatsakas, vatsava, etc. 
mean both ‘big-bellied’ and ‘pregnant’; in Veps, there is a verb vatstuda ‘to become 
pregnant’ (of women) (SKES 1978 VI: 1677; SSA 2000 III: 419). In the Finnish folk epic 
Kalevala (songs 1, 45 and 50), the following formulaic phrase describes the pregnancy 
of a woman: kantoi kohtua kovoa, vatsantäyttä vaikeata ‘she was bearing a hard womb, 
the diffi cult fullness of stomach’. Finnish dialects have the derivative vatsain denot-
ing the ‘external female organ of the cow’. In various Indo-European languages, many 
words for ‘stomach, belly’ also mean ‘womb’ (see Buck 1949: 252–254). English child 
‘young human being’ is etymologically “related to Gothic kilþei ‘womb’ and in-kilþō 
‘pregnant’, quasi ‘fruit of the womb’ ” (Onions ed. 1966: 169b; cf. Pokorny 1959: 358).
Greek delphús (gen. -úos) f., (Doric) delphúa f. ‘womb’ corresponds to Avestan 
gǝrǝbuš- n. ‘young animal’, while Greek dolphós ‘womb’ agrees with Sanskrit gárbha- 
m. ‘womb, embryo, foetus, newborn baby, child, offspring’ – Neo-Indo-Aryan cognates 
also mean ‘womb / pregnancy (especially of animals), foetus (of animals), young calf’ 
(Turner 1966: 217 no. 4055) –; and with Younger Avestan garǝβa- m. ‘womb’ (Frisk 
1960 I: 362; Mayrhofer 1992 I: 474). Petri Kallio has drawn my attention to the convinc-
ing etymologies of English calf and its Germanic cognates by Jorma Koivulehto (1973: 
7–11 = 2016: 22–26) that connect the amniotic bag and womb with the embryo. These 
meanings and parallels effectively bridge the gap between Old Indo-Aryan vatsa- ‘calf, 
infant child’ and Finnic vatsa- ‘stomach, belly, womb’.
”Having lain for ten months within his mother, let the boy [kumāra-] come out, 
alive and unharmed – alive from his living mother” (Jamison & Brereton 2014 II: 761), 
prays the Ṛgvedic stanza 5,78,9. Ten months is mentioned as the time of pregnancy also 
in Ṛgveda 5,78,7.8; 10,184,3; Atharvaveda Śaunaka 1,11,6; 3,23,2; and in later Vedic 
texts. It is signifi cant, however, that in several places of Vedic Brāhmaṇa texts, a year is 
mentioned as the standard time of pregnancy: PB 10,1,9 saṁvatsaraṁ hi prajāḥ paśavo 
‘nu prajāyante “for after a year (of pregnancy) the children and (young) cattle are pro-
duced (born)” (Caland 1931: 229). “In a year a seed that has been laid is born”, says 
Kaṭha-Saṃhitā 33,8. According to Śatapatha-Brāhmaṇa (ŚB) 6,1,3,8, the creator god 
Prajāpati, equated with the Year, laid seed into Uṣas, the Dawn; “there a boy (kumāra) 
was born in a year” (Eggeling 1894 III: 158–159). ŚB 11,5,4,6, dealing with the teaching 
of the sāvitrī verse at the initiation of a Brahmanical student (the initiation being consid-
ered his “second birth”), notes: “formerly, indeed, they taught this (verse) at the end of 
a year [from the beginning of the initiation], thinking, ‘Children, indeed, are born after 
being fashioned [in the womb] for a year [saṃvatsarasaṃmitā vai garbhāḥ prajāyante]: 
thus we lay speech (voice) into this one as soon as he has been born” (Eggeling 1900 
V: 87–88). According to this view, the boy is one year old, a yearling, when he comes 
out of the womb; and indeed some Vedic texts (e.g. Gobhila-Gṛhyasūtra 2,10,1–3) count 
the age from conception. Thus vatsa- ‘year’ = pregnancy (= [big] ‘stomach’ = Finnish 
vatsa) = vatsa- ‘yearling’ = the newborn child or (one year old) calf.
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6. Indo-Aryan vatsa- ~ Iranian vasa- and the split of Indo-Iranian
One further reason why the affi nity of Finnish vatsa ‘stomach’ and its cognates with 
Sanskrit vatsá- ‘calf’ has remained unnoticed so long is undoubtedly the fact that 
other related Finno-Ugric words with the meaning ‘calf’ have long since been rec-
ognized: the fi rst to connect Finnish vasa ‘calf’, diminutive vasikka, and cognates 
with Sanskrit vatsa- ‘calf’ seems to have been Lorenz Diefenbach (1851 I: 60; cf. Joki 
1973: 20–24). But while Finnish vatsa and cognates have probably been inherited 
from Proto-Finno-Ugric, Finnish vasa and cognates go back only to Proto-Volga-
Finnic, the reconstructed protoform being *vasa:13
• Finnish vasa ‘calf’ (of cow, moose, reindeer), diminitive vasikka, vaska; also 
vasa, vasain, vasasin, vasatin ‘external generative organ of the cow’, vasoa & 
vasikoida ‘to bear a calf’
• Karelian vasa;
• Ludic & Veps vaza;
• Votic vasa, vazikka;
• Estonian vasik, vasikas ‘calf’, vasutin ‘external generative organ of the cow’;
• Livonian vaʹ(i)ški ;
• Saami (Inari) vyesi (with cognates in many other dialects) ‘calf’ (of reindeer);
• Mordvin (Erzya, Moksha) vaz, (Moksha) vaza ‘calf’.
It is agreed that Volga-Finnic *vasa is derived from Old or early Middle Iranian 
*vasa- (with Proto-Iranian *s < Proto-Aryan *ts), which is attested with diminutive 
variants *vasaka- and *vasyaka- as follows:
• Ossetic (Digor) väs / väss (plur. väsitä) ‘calf’ (< *vasa- / *vassa-)
• Khotan Saka basaka- ‘calf’ (< *vasaka-)
• Choresmian vsyk = *vasīk ‘calf’
• Middle Persian (Pahlavi) vhyk = *vahīk ‘kid’ (< *vaθīk < *vasīk) > Modern 
Persian bahī ‘kid’
• Larestani Persian (of southeastern Iran) has the compound go-vas ‘calf of the 
cow’
• (Pamir) Vakhi vǝšk, vušk ‘calf’ (< *vasyaka-)
• (Pamir) Sariqoli višk ‘calf’ (probably < Vakhi vǝšk, vušk ‘calf’)
• (Pamir) Sanglechi vasök ‘calf’
• (Pamir) Yazghulami vůs (< vas) ‘calf’, plur. vasaθ
13. It is nowadays agreed that the related Ob-Ugric words denoting ‘calf’ (Mansi alias Vogul vǟsǝj, 
vǟsǝγ, vāsiγ (< *vǟsǝk / *vasǝk) ‘calf’ (of moose or reindeer) have been borrowed later from different 
Middle Iranian languages and cannot be connected with Proto-Volga-Finnic *vasa: their -s- < PFU *ś, 
while PFU *s > Mansi t (Joki 1973: 338–339; SKES 1975 V: 1665a; SSA 2000 III: 414). My anonymous 
referee points out that Hungarian üsző (with several dialectal variants) ‘female calf that has not yet 
given birth’ is currently considered as belonging as a derivative to the inherited Uralic lexicon (cf. 
Rédei 1988: II, 848; the Hungarian word is omitted in SSA 2000 III: 414).
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• (Pamir) Ishkashmi vůsuk ‘calf’
• Yaghnobi vása, vasák ‘calf’
• Parachi γasȫ ‘calf’ (< *vasaka-)
• Ormuri (Logar) γusī, γuskák, (Kaniguram) γvac (Grierson 1921) / γvas, γvos 
(Morgenstierne 2003: 30) ‘calf’ (< *vasa-, cf. Balochi gvask; cannot have been 
borrowed from Pashto)
• Pashto γuckáy ‘steer, large calf’
• Balochi gvask ‘calf’ < *vasaka- (for *va- > gva- cf. Elfenbein 1989: 354)
• (Joki 1973: 338–339 no. 197; SKES 1975 V: 1664–1665; Koivulehto 2001: 361, 
370 = 2016: 259, 268; SSA 2000 III: 414b; Morgenstierne 1974: 93; Morgensti-
erne & al. 2003:30; Bailey 1979: 274a; Abaev 1989 IV: 97–98; Steblin-Kamens-
kij 1999: 399–400.)
The change of Proto-Aryan *ts into *s that characterizes these Iranian counterparts 
of Sanskrit vatsá- has taken place already in (Pre-)Proto-Iranian. Ralph and Dorothy 
Turner (1971: 169) list all the Old Indo-Aryan lexemes containing the sequence -ts-; 
as may be seen from Mayrhofer’s etymological dictionary (1992–2001), all the Old 
Iranian counterparts of the primary words in these lists have lost *t: Sanskrit útsa- m. 
‘spring, well’ ~ Younger Avestan usa-; Sanskrit mátsya- ‘fi sh’ ~ Younger Avestan 
masiia-; Sanskrit kṛtsná- ‘whole’ ~ (?) Younger Avestan karsna- N. pr.
This deletion of *t before *s in Proto-Iranian is related to one of the major distinc-
tions between the two branches of Indo-Iranian languages: the divergent development 
of the PIE sequence dental + sibilant + dental. In Early PIE, when a root-fi nal *-t/-d was 
followed by a suffi x beginning with a dental stop (which happened very often, since the 
nominal derivative suffi xes *-to-, *-ti-, *-tu-, *-ter-/-tor- occurred frequently, and so did 
the primary verbal endings of the 3rd and 2nd person singular, *-ti, *-tu, *-dhi), a sibilant 
was introduced between the two dentals: **tt > *tst, **dd > *dzd, ** ddh > *dzdh. The 
sequence *-tst- has survived in the archaic Anatolian branch, which early on separated 
from Core PIE: Hittite ezzi [éts.tsi] ‘he eats’, written e-(iz-)za-(az-)zi, e-iz-du [éts.tu] ‘let 
him eat’. In the Iranian branch, the initial dental was lost (thus *tst > *st), while in the 
Indo-Aryan branch the sibilant in the middle was deleted (thus *tst > *tt). The initial 
dental in the sequence dental + sibilant + dental was lost also in Greek and Balto-Slavic.14 
(Wackernagel 1896 I: 177–178; Porzig 1954: 76–78; Mayrhofer 1986: 110–111; Szemerényi 
1989: 108–109; Meier-Brügger 2002: 137–138; Fortson 2004: 63; Tichy 2004: 28.)
Here, Iranian follows the general rule for the simplifi cation of consonant clus-
ters, but Indo-Aryan has developed a special rule for dental clusters:
A general rule of obstruent cluster simplifi cation from Proto-Indo-Iranian to 
Indo-Aryan and Iranian seems to be to drop the initial one. […] Against the gene-
ral rule deleting the fi rst of a cluster of obstruents, Indo-Aryan independently 
14. In the Italic, Celtic and Germanic branches PIE *tst > *-ss- (e.g. Fortson 2004: 63).
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developed a special rule, ERASURE OF STRAY *s, which stands in a disjunctive 
relationship with the former; as a ‘Elsewhere Case’ in Kiparsky’s terminology, 
it has priority over the older and more general rule. Deletion of the middle one 
in a medial cluster of three obstruents seems to be limited to PIIr. *t followed or 
preceded by *s. (Kobayashi 2004: 78.)
Masato Kobayashi explains the development thus:
While other Indo-European languages, and probably late Proto-Indo-European 
as well, insert an *s between two successive heteromorphemic dental stops *-t-t- 
and *-d-t-, Indo-Aryan eliminated the /s/ in this environment after it branched 
off from Proto-Indo-Iranian […]
This insertion of an *s in Proto-Indo-European, or possibly affrication of 
the fi rst of a cluster of two dental stops, has an effect of preventing the dental 
stops from forming a geminate. Proto-Indo-European has almost no reconstruc-
tible tautomorphemic geminate. When two dental stops adjoin one another in the 
combination of two morphemes […] the insertion of *s, their continuant coun-
terpart, blocks gemination across a morpheme boundary, which was probably 
disfavored in Proto-Indo-European phonology.
As we saw in §23 and §24, Avestan strictly disallows gemination, whereas 
Old Indo-Aryan has geminates in profusion […] Some fundamental change in the 
restrictions on consonant clusters seems to underlie this divergence, and it must be 
within Indo-Aryan that the change took place […] (Kobayashi 2004: 37–38)
What could have caused this fundamental change in Indo-Aryan? Kobayashi was 
apparently thinking of substratum infl uence, for in a footnote (2004: 38 n. 4) he points 
out that “unlike Proto-Indo-European, Proto-Dravidian is reconstructed with gemi-
nates”, and later in his book (pp. 163–191) he examines at length the convergence of 
Indo-Aryan and Dravidian. Reference to Dravidian makes sense if it is assumed, as has 
long been done, that the Proto-Indo-Iranian homeland was in southern Central Asia, 
and that the Indo-Iranian unity split only when Indo-Aryan entered South Asia. This 
hypothesis, however, cannot come into question in the case of the change *tst > *st/*tt, 
which, as we shall see, was so early that some of the sound changes characterizing 
Proto-Indo-Iranian had not taken place. I suggest that it was the intensive contact of the 
early Indo-Aryan speakers with the speakers of Proto-Uralic that brought the change 
*tst > *tt about. In PFU, “the stops *p, *t, and *k could be combined to form geminates” 
(Sammallahti 1988: 492). PFU gemination of *ć and *č, too, had been proposed (Honti 
1981) when Sammallahti wrote, but he did not consider the evidence suffi ciently valid. 
The present etymology of vatsa supports the reconstruction of *ćć for PFU, which is 
accepted at least by Koivulehto (1999a: 219 = 2016: 221) and Petri Kallio (see above).
The earlier sketched correlation of archaeology and linguistics makes it possible 
to understand the cultural circumstances of the Indo-Iranian split and to date the split. 
The emergence of the Catacomb Grave culture (3000–2000 BCE) in the midst of the 
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Yamnaya cultural complex (3300–2300 BCE) explains how the Iranian branch could 
come into being and share the change *-tst- > *-st- with Greek and Balto-Slavic spo-
ken west and north of it, areas also receiving their metal from North Caucasus, while 
the eastern Yamnaya culture could still retain the PIE *-tst-, to change it to the non-IE 
*-tt- when coming into intensive contact with Proto-Uralic in the 23rd century BCE. 
Chernykh (2009: 126) notes that the earliest radiocarbon dates (3300–3000 BCE) for 
the Yamnaya culture come from its eastern and western peripheries, from the Volga-
Ural area, and from the northwestern Black Sea coast. Thus the eastern Yamnaya lan-
guage, the Proto-Aryan ancestor of the Indo-Aryan branch, was likely to be archaic, 
and this may count also for its preservation of the aspirated stops.
As the Majkop culture (4100–3000 BCE) came into being as the result of the 
Srednij Stog II expansion into North Caucasus, it may be assumed that the language 
of its elite was Early PIE. This language, of course, became subject to the substratum 
infl uence of the unrelated local language, and one change that can be expected to 
have taken place in Majkop PIE is the disaspiration of PIE aspirated stops, as these 
phonemes are rare outside the IE family. The disaspiration of the aspirated stops in 
the Iranian branch may have resulted from the close relations between the Catacomb 
Grave culture with the North Caucasian successor of the Majkop culture. Petri Kallio 
comments that intensive contact with Balto-Slavic could also have brought out the 
Iranian disaspiration, if an external reason is required.
Proto-Finno-Ugric *vatsa, then, was borrowed from Proto-Indo-Aryan *vatsá- 
that preserves the PIE and PII cluster *ts against the deletion of *t in front of *s in 
Iranian, parallel to the deletion of *t in the sequence *tst in Iranian. Jorma Koivulehto 
(1979, cited here from the reprint Koivulehto 1999b: 161–168) has identifi ed an Aryan 
loanword in West Uralic = Proto-Volga-Finnic, a loanword whose PIE and PII original 
contained the sequence *tst, with the expected development into *-st- in the Iranian 
branch and into *-tt- in the Indo-Aryan branch: PIE *kert- ‘to spin, to draw out and 
twist natural fi bres into a long continuous thread by means of a spindle’ + the nominal 
suffi x *-tro- denoting an instrument > *kert-tro- > *kertstro- > *kētstro- > *ketstro-
> Pre-Proto-Iranian *kestro- > *čestro- > Proto-Iranian *častra-: the word is attested 
in Pashto cāx̌ay < *častra-ka- ‘spindle’; further Iranian cognates are Waziri Pashto 
coša ‘spinning weight’, Munji čēša ‘spindle’, and Ormuri (Kaniguram) tisk (< *cǝsak) 
< *častrika- ‘spindle’ (Morgenstierne 2003: 19). In Indo-Aryan, Proto-Aryan *kētstro-
/*ketstro- developed into *kēttro-/*kettro- > *čēttro-/*čettro-> Sanskrit cāttra- / cat-
tra-, ‘spindle’. (SKES 1955 I: 176; Pokorny 1959 I: 584; LIV 1998: 317; Koivulehto 
1979 = 1999b: 165–166; 2000: 243 = 2016: 247; Rédei 1988 UEW II: 656; SSA 1992 I: 
336; Mayrhofer 1996 I: 539; Werba 1997: 170–171.)
In the Volga-Finnic languages, the following words, all denoting ‘spindle, wheel 
of the spindle’, are attested (there are also denominative verbs, see SKES):
• Finnish kehrä, keträ,
• Karelian kesrä, kezrä,
• Ludic & Veps kezr,
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• Estonian keder, kedr, kehr,
• Livonian kieˊ ddǝr, kieˊ drǝz,
• Saami R kärsi, Lu kierˊ sē, kärˊ sē, N gærˊ se,15
• Mordvin (Erzya) štˊ eŕe, štšeŕe (Moksha) kštˊ iŕ.16
The reconstruction of the Volga-Finnic protoform has remained a debated issue. Koivulehto 
(1999: 165) noted that basically two alternatives have been proposed: *kesträ or *kešträ, 
and since Paasonen (1917: 66) the latter has been favoured on the basis of the Mordvin 
words. Koivulehto’s explanation assumes that the original borrowed into the Volga-Finnic 
protolanguage was PIE = Pre-Proto-Aryan *kētstro-/*ketstro-, whose sequence *ts did not 
have a counterpart in Volga-Finnic: in the absence of a dental affricate, *ts was replaced 
with the affricate *č, yielding *kečträ, i.e. *ketšträ, which was quickly simplifi ed into 
*kešträ. Petri Kallio (2012: 231 n. 9) points out that Pre-Mordvin *č was often metath-
esized into Proto-Mordvin *št, and he reconstructs the Volga-Finnic protoform as *kečrä, 
as does indeed also Rédei (1988 UEW II: 656): *kečrä (> *kešträ).17
Unfortunately, it is harder to decide the regular outcome of Early Proto-Finnic 
*kečrä, because there is no other example of Early Proto-Finnic *čr and because 
Early Proto-Finnic *č was subject to a phoneme split into Middle Proto-Finnic 
*t and *š (> Late Proto-Finnic *t and *h). Still, the modern Finnic refl exes of this 
cluster are the same as those of Late Proto-Finnic *cr and *str, namely southern 
*tr, eastern *sr, and western *hr […] (Kallio 2012: 231 n. 9)
While Proto-Indo-Iranian *kētstro-/*ketstro- may phonologically seem to be the 
likely source of the Proto-Volga-Finnic word, it seems unlikely from the point of 
view of archaeology: Proto-Volga-Finnic can be correlated with the Netted Ware cul-
ture of the Upper Volga-Oka region, dated to c. 1900–1000 BCE. While its earliest 
layer of 1900–1800 BCE corresponds to the Proto-Finno-Ugric core derived from the 
Abashevo culture and the Sejma-Turbino network (both related with the Indo-Aryan 
branch), the earliest layer of new Aryan loans in Volga-Finnic are likely to come from 
the Pozdnyakovo variant of the Iranian-related Early Srubnaya culture that became 
the southern neighbour of the Netted Ware around 1800 BCE.
Earlier I proposed an Iranian derivation of the Volga-Finnic word, which 
should rather be *kesträ from Pre-Proto-Iranian *kestro- (cf. Parpola 1999: 194–195; 
Koivulehto 1999a: 220). László Honti (1981: 367) indeed also reconstructs *kesträ, 
15. The Saami words also mean ‘pig’s snout’, which suggests that they have been infl uenced by Finn-
ish kärsä ‘pig’s snout’ (cf. Koivulehto 1999b: 164).
16. August Ahlqvist (1871: 74) added to these words Mari šǝδǝr, šüδɵr, ‘spindle’, which SKES (1955 I: 
177) compares with a question mark, but which SSA (1992 I: 336) rejects. But could these Mari words 
not be borrowed from Mordvin?
17. Juha Janhunen is suspicious of three-consonant clusters and would reconstruct *kesrä, *kešrä or 
*kečrä, which would be realized as kehrä and keträ, because the cluster sr / šr / čr is not phonotacti-
cally correct.
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leaving the Mordvin evidence out of consideration.18 I follow suit, suggesting a later 
development for Mordvin. Riho Grünthal, while commenting on this paper, has 
pointed out that the Mordvin words require reconstructing an anaptyctic vowel *-e- 
between *t and *r. Starting from *kesträ, we thus get > *kesterä. This has led to the 
disappearance of the unstressed vowel of the fi rst syllable (cf. Rédei 1988 UEW II: 
656): > *k(e)sterä. The change *ksterä > *kšterä is likely to be due to the analogy of 
such Mordvin words with reduced fi rst syllable vowel as E kšna ‘strap’, E kši, kše, 
kšä (+ M) ‘bread’, E kšni, kšne, kšnä (+ M) ‘iron’ (cf. Bereczki 1988: 321.) Next, the 
word-initial cluster was simplifi ed by dropping k-.
The word thus appears to come from the Iranian branch, which at the time of 
borrowing still had not yet undergone the changes *ke > *če and *e, *o > *a. There are 
other Aryan loanwords with only western distribution confi rming this, such as Finno-
Saamic *kekrä ‘ring, (yearly) cycle’ < Pre-Proto-Aryan *kekro- ‘wheel, (yearly) 
cycle’ (< PIE *kwekwlo- ‘wheel’) > Avestan *čaχra-, Sanskrit cakra- (Koivulehto 
2000: 241–250 = 2016: 245–254).
18. Three-consonantal *-str- could be a momentary fi rst stage in the borrowing, to be subsequently 
variously simplifi ed. Compare the later borrowings Finnish ahrain, atrain, Karelian asrain, Veps az-
rag, astrag, ‘fi sh gig’ < Russian ostrogá; and Finnish ihra, Karelian isra, Veps izr ‘fat’ < Old Norse ístr 
< *īstra- < *instra- (Rapola 1966: 216–218; SSA I 1992: 54b, 222a; Koivulehto 1999b: 161).
Figure 11. Distribution of the Srubnaya and Andronovo cultures in the Eurasian steppes in 
the second quarter of the second millennium BCE. (After Chernykh 2008: Fig.11.)
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Proto-Aryan *vetsó- ‘calf, infant child’, then, is likely to have developed in the 
Iranian branch into *vesó- > *vasá-, and in Indo-Aryan into *vetsó- > *vatsá-. PFU 
*vaćća-, therefore, seems to have come from the Indo-Aryan branch after the change 
*e, *o > *a had taken place. As the archaeological evidence suggests an early date 
(2200–1900 BCE) for Indo-Aryan loans in PFU, the change *e, *o > *a may have 
taken place fi rst in the Indo-Aryan branch and then spread to the Iranian branch. 
Archaeology suggests that there was much and intensive contact between the Iranian 
and Indo-Aryan branches over vast areas in the second millennium BCE, when they 
were at fi rst represented by the Srubnaya and Andronovo cultures respectively (Fig. 
11), with the Andronovo cultures being then submerged by the “Roller Pottery” cul-
tures of Iranian-speaking horse-riders coming from the Pontic steppes (Fig. 12). (The 
roller pottery developed from the “multi-roller” pottery of the KMK or Babino III 
culture that succeeded the Catacomb Grave culture in the Pontic steppe.) This mixing 
of Iranian and Indo-Aryan happened before the earliest literary monuments of Iranian 
in the form of Avestan texts emerged.
Figure 12. The “Roller Pottery” (Russian valikovaya keramika) cultures 1500–1000 BCE. 
(After Parpola 2012a: 136 Fig. 4, based on Chernykh 1992: 236 Fig. 79.)
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7. Nuristani dental affricate ċ [ts] 
and the position of Nuristani within Indo-Iranian
The voiceless palatal affricate *ć [tś] of Proto-Aryan was at fi rst preserved in the 
Indo-Aryan branch and developed then into the palatal sibilant ś of Old Indo-Aryan, 
while in the Iranian branch Proto-Aryan *ć lost its palatalization, becoming the dental 
affricate *c or *ċ [ts], which seems to have been preserved in the Nuristani languages 
(in Northeast Afghanistan), while in Old Iranian it became the dental sibilant s in 
Avestan, and the dental spirant θ in Old Persian (Mayrhofer 1989: 6; Kobayashi 2004: 
73–74; 2012; Lipp 2009; de Vaan 2011). I deal with this development of the voiceless 
affricates, because Nuristani has substituted the consonant cluster -ts- with its dental 
affricate ċ while borrowing Indo-Aryan vatsa-, both in the meaning ‘year’:
• Prasun vuċū, usċu ‘year’ (Turner 1966: 656 no. 11240),
and in the meaning ‘calf’:
• Kati vuċúŕ, vaċíṛ;
• Ashkun ɔċalä, uċǝlǝ´  (< vatsala- ‘calf’) ;
• Waigali vuċalá (< vatsala- ‘calf’);
• Gambiri veċelā́ (< vatsala- ‘calf’).
The dental affricate is found also in the ‘calf’ words of the neighbouring Dardic group 
of Neo-Indo-Aryan of northernmost Pakistan and Kashmir, and in the Iranian lan-
guages of the Pamir mountains that also neighbour Nuristani:
• Kalasha baċhá, (Urtsun) baċhoŕä, (Rumbur) bičhoŕǝ;
• Dameli baċhár m (< vatsatara-);
• Bashkalik baċḗr (< vatsatarī-);
• Phalura baċhā́r m (< vatsatara-);
• Shina (Gilgit, Kohistan) baċhṓ m., baċōī f., (Guresi) baċhóu m. (Palesi) 
baċoṛo, (Jijelut) baċóṛɔ; baċhar, baċǝr, basǝro m. (< vatsatara-);
• Tirahi baċa;
• Pashai (Kurangali & Areti) vāċǝk (< vatsaka-), vāċelik (< vatsalaka-), (Darrai-i 
Nuri) váčula (< vatsala-), (Laurowani) vasāk;
• Gawarbati ēċī (< vatsikā);
• Torwali bās ‘calf’;
• Savi bāċo ‘calf’;
• Kashmiri voċhu, vaċhoru m., vaċhar, vaċhürü f., (Poguli) voċ, (Dodi of Siraj) 
baċurō m.;
• Shumashti vaċolik (< vatsalaka-).
(Turner 1966: 655 nos. 11239; 656 nos. 11241 & 11244.)
The Nuristani languages of northeastern Afghanistan (called Kafi ri or ‘pagan’ lan-
guages before Nuristan’s conversion into Islam in 1894) have the dental affricate ċ 
in many words that in Proto-Aryan had *ć, e.g., Kati duċ < Proto-Nuristani *daċa 
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< Proto-Aryan *daća > Sanskrit daśa ‘ten’. As the sound change Proto-Aryan 
*ć > *ċ has been reconstructed for Proto-Iranian, many eminent linguists, including 
Manfred Mayrhofer (1989: 4, 6), believe(d) that Nuristani ċ has in its isolation pre-
served Proto-Iranian *ċ, and that Nuristani therefore is, at least partially, an Iranian 
language. Proto-Aryan aspirated stops losing their aspiration is another Iranian fea-
ture in Nuristani. There are, however, other features which suggest that the Nuristani 
languages preserve an archaic Indo-Aryan language, and this view also has eminent 
supporters. Most recently, Chlodwig Werba has published an impressive paper enti-
tled “Ur(indo)arisches im Nūristānī: Zur historischen Phonologie des Indoiranischen” 
(2016). Werba (2016: 344–346) argues that the Nuristani words for ‘daughter’, e.g., 
lüšt in Prasun, go back to Proto-Aryan = Proto-Indo-Aryan *dhughHtár-, refuting 
the reconstructions of Reiner Lipp (2009 I: 167–169; 335, 348–350; II: 362–386, 484–
486). Werba (2016: 346–347) also takes the sound change *s > h as one of the defi ning 
features of the Iranian branch, and it is lacking in Nuristani. In his opinion, it is also 
equally possible that Nuristani preserved the Proto-Aryan = Proto-Indo-Aryan *ć, 
which was later independently depalatalized into *ċ. However, many Iranists today 
believe that *s > h is a post-Proto-Iranian change (Mayrhofer 1989: 7; Schmitt 2000: 
14–15; Lipp 2009 I: 318–322); and in view of other Iranianisms in early Indo-Aryan to 
be discussed below, an independent later depalatalization of preserved Proto-Aryan 
*ć in Nuristani appears less credible than the preservation of Proto-Iranian *ċ.
8. Early Iranianisms in Nuristani and Vedic Indo-Aryan
Proving that this or that important word or important phoneme or other feature in Nuristani 
was inherited from either Indo-Aryan or Iranian, however, does not prove that Nuristani 
is exclusively Indo-Aryan or Iranian. Yet this is what many scholars have tried to do, and 
this seems to be the main reason why the position of Nuristani within Indo-Iranian has 
remained unsettled. A compromise could settle the problem, and to my mind, a realistic 
compromise has been proposed by Almuth Degener (2002), herself an eminent scholar of 
Nuristani: Nuristani could be an early mixture of Indo-Aryan, spoken by the fi rst Aryan 
settlers of the Indo-Iranian borderlands, and an Iranian language, spoken by a slightly later 
wave of immigrants, archaisms of both groups surviving in isolation. Behind Degener’s 
consideration were my proposed correlations between linguistics and archaeology with 
particular reference to Indo-Iranian, correlations that together with the *s > h change had 
been the topic of a paper by Almut Hintze (1998) shortly before.
The well-known Finnish archaeologist A. M. Tallgren, founder and editor of the 
journal Eurasia Septentrionalis Antiqua, was the fi rst to propose (in 1928) that the 
Andronovo pastoralist cultures (fi gs. 5 & 11) which dominated of the Asiatic steppes 
between the Ural and Altai mountains in the Bronze Age were Aryan-speaking. Among 
many others, I have shared Tallgren’s view, but narrowed the Andronovo language to 
the Indo-Aryan branch (Parpola 1974 through 2015). The Andronovo cultures have 
been considered to go back to the Sintashta culture of the southern Urals, where the 
horse-drawn chariot appears to have been invented around 2100 BCE (Parpola 2005).
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A previously unknown, extensive and rich Bronze Age culture called Bactria 
and Margiana Archaeological Complex (= BMAC) (Fig. 6) was discovered and exca-
vated in 1969–2013 by the Greco-Russian archaeologist Viktor Sarianidi. Its loca-
tion in southern Turkmenistan, northern Afghanistan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan 
placed it on the route of the Indo-Aryans, if they came from the northern steppes to 
South Asia. Andronovo ceramics are not found south of Turkmenistan, while there 
is clear evidence of BMAC expansions to the Indus Valley, to the Iranian Plateau 
and to northern Iran during the 20th century BCE. Roman Ghirshman, a noted 
expert of Iranian archaeology, proposed in 1977 that the Indo-Aryan speaking rul-
ing elite of Syria’s Mitanni kingdom (c. 1500–1300 BCE) came from northern Iran. 
All this suggests to me that, as later in Syria, early Indo-Aryan speakers coming 
from the steppes took over the power in the BMAC, adopted the local culture, and 
continued their expansions southwards in this novel cultural garb. Comparison of 
Vedic Sanskrit and Mitanni Indo-Aryan, and temporal estimations for the evolution 
of Vedic literature, have suggested that the Ṛgvedic Indo-Aryans came to the Indus 
Valley only around 1400–1200 BCE. The BMAC people therefore had to represent 
an earlier wave of Indo-Aryan immigrants, a wave whose existence was suggested 
also by the archaic vrātya rites, which survive fossilised in the Veda. (Parpola 1988.)
I now think that this 20th century BCE wave of BMAC immigrants brought to 
South Asia the Indo-Aryan dialect of the Atharvavedic tradition, which cannot be 
derived from the Ṛgvedic dialect (Parpola 2012b; 2015: 130–144). In 1988, however, I 
mistakenly linked this early BMAC wave with the Dāsas and Dasyus, enemies whom 
the Ṛgvedic Indo-Aryans met on their immigration to South Asia. The reason was this. 
The Ṛgveda speaks of Dāsa fortresses which had multiple concentric walls, broken 
with the help of the Indo-Aryan war-god Indra. At Dashly-3 in northern Afghanistan, 
Sarianidi had excavated a BMAC temple-fort with three concentric circular walls, dated 
to c. 1900 BCE, thus matching the Ṛgvedic descriptions of Dāsa forts. When Mortimer 
Wheeler exposed the mighty walls of Harappa, he had suggested that the Dāsa forts were 
the walled cities of the Indus Civilization (Wheeler 1947). Now, however, it appeared 
that the Ṛgvedic Indo-Aryans met the Dāsas not in the Indus Valley, but in Afghanistan.
That the Dāsas were Aryan speakers has already been shown by Harold Bailey 
in 1959 in a paper that connected the ethnic name Dāsa with Khotan Saka daha- and 
Vakhi δay < *daha- ‘man, human being, manly hero’, Ossetic läg ‘man’ (which may 
go back to Alanian *dahaka-) being one further possible cognate.19 The meaning 
19. The proposed etymologies for this word of the three Saka languages have failed to convince experts. 
My own derivation of it from the PIE root *dens-/*dn̥s- ‘to be(come) clever, skilful or wise’ (semanti-
cally comparable to Śaka/Saka from śak- ‘to be able, skilful, powerful’) (Parpola 2012a: 237; 2015: 102) 
works only if we assume that the Ṛgvedic Indo-Aryans were unaware of this etymology, and simply took 
over Dāsa- as the ethnic name of their enemy with no deeper meaning for them, Dása- being then their 
back-formation for the ancestor of the Dāsas. Their etymological ignorance is suggested by the usual 
Indo-Aryan meaning ‘slave’ already attested in the Ṛgveda, and undoubtedly derived from the use of 
war-captives as slaves: the English word slave ultimately comes from the ethnic name of Slavonic people 
(Onions ed. 1966: 834a). In that case, the accentuation of Dása- instead of the expected *Dasá- < *Dn̥s-á- 
does not matter. One can also point to fl uctuation of the accent in the enemy name in śimyúm (sg. acc.) 
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suits an ethnic self-appellation, while Sanskrit dāsa- in the sense of ‘slave’ (since 
the Ṛgveda) can be understood as originating from the ethnic name of war-captives. 
The Ṛgveda (6,21,11) once mentions Dása as the ancestor of the Dāsas, who was suc-
ceeded by Manu (‘man’), the ancestor of the Ṛgvedic Indo-Aryans. Moreover, the Old 
Persian, Greek and Latin sources speak of Iranian tribes called respectively Dahā / 
Dā́ai, Dā́oi / Dahae who lived in the Indo-Iranian borderlands around 500–300 BCE. 
It seems clear that the Dāsas of the Ṛgveda were not an earlier wave of Indo-Aryans, 
but an early wave of Iranian speakers, in whose language the *s > h change had not 
yet taken place. But how could their presence be explained archaeologically if the 
BMAC immigrants of the 20th century were Indo-Aryans coming from the early 
Andronovo culture, and if the Ṛgvedic Indo-Aryans came around 1400–1200 BCE? 
According to my newer correlations of linguistic and archaeological data, the Iranian 
branch remained in Europe, mainly in the North Pontic-Caspian steppes, until about 
1600 BCE, when the Iranian speakers adopted horse-riding and quickly expanded into 
the Asiatic steppes which until then had been occupied by the Andronovo cultures 
of Indo-Aryan speakers. Among these ‘Roller Pottery’ cultures (Fig. 12) expand-
ing with horse-riding from the Pontic steppes is the Yaz I culture (1500–1000 BCE) 
(Fig. 12: 12), which replaced the BMAC culture in southern Central Asia. Among the 
local traditions that the Yaz I culture adopted from the BMAC were forts comparable 
to the Ṛgvedic descriptions of the Dāsa forts on the one hand and to the present-day 
fortifi ed manors of Pashto speakers in eastern Afghanistan on the other hand. The 
horse-drawn chariot is prominent in Andronovo graves and in the Ṛgveda, where the 
word ratha- ‘chariot’ and its derivatives occur at least 633 times. In contrast, there are 
only two clear references to horse-riding in the Ṛgveda (Falk 1994). Unlike Iranian, 
Indo-Aryan also lacks a special verb for riding. Moreover, no graves at all have been 
found in the area of the Yaz 1 culture from 1500 BCE until historical times, and this 
very area is a prime candidate for the early homeland of Zoroastrianism that practises 
exposure burial. (Parpola 2012ab; 2015: 92–106.)
Nuristani seems to represent an isolated pocket of an early mixture of Iranian-
speaking Dāsas and pre-Ṛgvedic Indo-Aryans. From tribal names cognate with Dāsa 
locatable in Sindh and Marwar, and from other indications, it appears that the Dāsas 
did not stop in the Indo-Iranian borderlands, but immigrated also to the Indus Valley 
in Ṛgveda 7,18,5c and símyūn (pl. acc.) in Ṛgveda 1,100,18a. (As pointed out by Chlodwig Werba in an 
e-mail on 26 February 2017, my reference to dasrā́ vs. dásrā in this context is simply a blunder on my 
part, since the shift of the accent to the fi rst syllable is due to the vocative case in pāda- or sentence-initial 
position.) The root daṁs- < PIE *dens- ‘to be clever or skilful’ does exist in Indo-Aryan (Werba 1997: 
193 no. 87) and, if the Ṛgvedic Indo-Aryans could connect the enemy name with it, they would have said 
*dāṁsá- (which does not exist) in the vṛddhi grade instead of dāsá-. This is a valid point made by Werba 
in his criticism of my etymology. There seems to be a slight chance that the early Sakas still understood 
the etymology of their word for ‘man’ and their ethnic name, namely if Younger Avestan då̄ŋha- = *dāha- 
was the starting point of the change h > ŋh that Hoffmann & Forssman (1996: 106 § 74) explain from the 
h becoming voiced in the sequence *a(a)ha(a). But it is not necessary to assume that the Saka knew the 
original etymology either; for me personally, the etymological motivation of some Finnish words has long 
remained unnoticed, though it afterwards seems obvious. In any case, my proposed PIE etymology does 
not affect the derivation of Indo-Aryan dāsa- from Proto-Saka *dasa-/dāsa-.
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and further into South Asia (Parpola 2015: 255–265). They adopted the Indo-Aryan 
speech, but introduced cultural and linguistic Iranianisms. A case in point is the name 
Mātariśvan that occurs 27 times in the Ṛgveda. Mātariśvan is either identifi ed with 
the Vedic fi re-god Agni or he is said to be the producer of fi re by friction. Stanley 
Insler (in an unpublished paper of 1985 summarized in Parpola 2005: 26–27 and 2015: 
114–115) has convincingly derived Mātariśvan from Iranian ātar ‘fi re’ + íśvan- ‘mas-
ter’. The latter component is equivalent to Avestan isvan- and preserves the verbal 
root *iś- ‘to master’ in its original unreduplicated form, in contrast to Indo-Aryan 
īś- (present < perfect *i-iś-, Werba 1997: 424 no. 541). The Vedic word for fi re, agni-, 
is unknown to the Avesta, and the Avestan word for ‘fi re’, ātar-, is unknown to the 
Veda. The Vedic poets did not understand the word ātar-, and folk-etymologically 
associated the god’s name with mātar- ‘mother’: in Ṛgveda 1,141,5, Mātariśvan is said 
to have been “fashioned in his mother”, amimīta mātari. Occasion for such a misun-
derstanding was offered by contexts where the name was preceded by a word ending 
in -m (about one third of the Ṛgvedic occurrences): ...m *ātaríśvā.
In southernmost Nuristan, Indra, the principal divinity of the Ṛgvedic Aryans, is 
worshipped as the highest god. This Indra worship may have been introduced during 
the immigration of the Ṛgvedic Indo-Aryans: at least one batch of them was led by King 
Divodāsa Atithigva from the region around present-day Kandahar20 via mountainous 
eastern Afghanistan settled by Dāsas to the Kabul region and then via Swat to the 
Punjab. But elsewhere in Nuristan, the highest god is Imra/Yamrai < *Yama-rāja, King 
Yama. (On the worship of Imra/Yamrai and Indr in Nuristan, see now Klimburg 1999 I: 
140–155.) Yama is not mentioned at all in the older parts of the Ṛgveda, appearing fi rst 
20. In my work (Parpola 1988: 222–224; 2015: 97–101), I have accepted Alfred Hillebrandt’s (1891, 
I: 96ff; 1927, I: 510–514) interpretation of Ṛgveda 6,61,1–3, according to which the Sarasvatī River, 
on whose banks King Divodāsa was born, is the river in southeastern Afghanistan that gave the name 
Haraxvaitī- (in Avestan) or Harahuvati- (in Old Persian) or Arachosia (in Greek) to the province of the 
Persian empire where it fl owed. One of Hillebrandt’s arguments for this location was connecting the 
Bṛsayas mentioned as enemies of Divodāsa in Ṛgveda 6,61,3 with the name of the satrap of Arachosia 
and Drangiana (Seistan) in Alexander’s time, Barsaéntēs. In an e-mail on 3 March 2017, Chlodwig 
Werba has pointed out to me that ”there are two clear-cut reasons why the two (personal) names can-
not be connected in the intended form of the one being the loan of the other (as Hillebrandt assumed). 
[1] The classical sources (which I have treated exhaustively in my dissertation Die arischen Person-
ennamen und ihre Träger bei den Alexanderhistorikern [Wien 1982], p. 106ff. & 129f.), show an old 
graphic oscillation between Barsáe° and Barzáe- (often written with xi instead of zeta), which can only 
be explained by presupposing an old palatal dental affricate /dz/ for which the speakers of PIA should 
have substituted their palatal /j/. Even if the Proto-Iranians of the 2nd millennium should already have 
changed this inherited affricate to a simple voiced fricative /z/ – not a very probable case indeed – it is 
more than improbable that their IA brothers would have substituted a voiceless /s/ for it in a context (af-
ter the vibrant /r/) where both branches of PII because of the RUKI rule could only use the ‘sh’-sound. 
[2] The forms of the Alexander historians unanimously presuppose an OIr -nt(a)- stem, which might 
either be a possessive adjective in -vant(a)-, as already assumed by Ch. Bartholomae (AiW 960) primar-
ily because of the YAv. personal name b.er.ez(a)uua.nt- (see Mayrhofer’s fi rst fascicle of the Iranisches 
Personennamenbuch [Wien 1977], p. 32), or an -nt(a)-participle, which is my preference for phonetic 
reasons. Whatever its exact etymology, such a formation could only have been borrowed as °nt(a)- into 
PIA.” – I have noted that Bṛsaya-, with its b, ṛ, and -s- instead of -ṣ-, is likely to come from the original 
non-Aryan language of the BMAC (Parpola 2002: 92–94; 2015: 81–82, 105).
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in the latest books I and X as the son of Vivasvat and the king of the dead. As the fi rst 
mortal or fi rst man, Yama duplicates Manu (‘man’), the son of Vivasvat, the fi rst sacrifi -
cer and the ancestor of the Ṛgvedic Aryans. Yama as the righteous god of death who, 
with the noose in his hand, punishes the sinners, also duplicates the god Varuṇa, who 
in early Indo-Aryan religion has these functions. Yama seems to have been introduced 
into the ‘Atharvavedic’ tradition of the pre-Ṛgvedic Indo-Aryans of South Asia by the 
Iranian Dāsas, for Yima, the son of Vīvaŋhvat, the fi rst sacrifi cer of haoma and the fi rst 
king of the Aryans (i.e., Iranians), plays an important role in Old Iranian religion. There 
are also other things suggesting that Yama is one more “Iranianism” in Indo-Aryan and 
in Nuristan. (Parpola 2015: 143–144.)
This long excursus dealing with Nuristani and the Dāsas was partly motivated 
by the need to back up one example of Iranianisms in the Veda, namely the excep-
tional variants in Vedic Sanskrit where the PIE sequence *dzdh attests an Iranian 
development: dehí < *dazdhí < *dedzdhí ‘give!’ and dhehí < *dhazdhí < *dhedz-
dhí ‘put!’, besides the regular Indo-Aryan form daddhí. These exceptional variants 
have been explained in different ways, the currently favoured explanation being that 
they result from a dissimilatory change that took place very early in Indo-Aryan 
(Hoffmann 1975: 400; Mayrhofer 1986:112). Burrow (1973: 91) mentions the alter-
native that dehi and dhehi represent “a case of dialectal divergence”. I reckon them 
among the early Iranianisms of Vedic Sanskrit (cf. Younger Avestan dazdi ‘give!’; 
Hoffmann & Forssman 1996: 207; Gotō 2013: 96–97).
9. Conclusion
In this paper, I have, among other things, proposed that Finnish vatsa ‘stomach’ and 
its cognates, though possibly (if Mansi waś ‘stomach’ is disqualifi ed) known from the 
Finnic branch alone, go back to PFU *vaćća-, which was borrowed from Proto-Indo-
Aryan *vatsá-. The northern extension of the Abashevo culture and the related Sejma-
Turbino network (2200–1900 BCE) were bilingual with PFU and Proto-Indo-Aryan 
as their languages, with PFU apparently as the majority language on the European 
side of the Urals. West Uralic (Proto-Volga-Finnic) became the language of the Netted 
Ware culture (1900–200 BCE) when PFU was introduced as its elite language. The 
Indo-Aryan affi nity of *vatsa- is clear from its preservation of the consonant cluster 
*ts, while *t has been dropped in its Proto-Iranian counterpart *vasa-. Borrowing 
PFU *vaćća- from PIA *vatsá- was possible only before the Abashevo culture and 
the Sejma-Turbino network ceased to operate, so the word should belong to the core 
vocabulary of West Uralic inherited from PFU.
Attesting to the presence of *ts in the Proto-Indo-Aryan of the Abashevo cul-
ture, PFU *vaćća- < PIA *vatsá- is important also for defi ning the split of the Indo-
Iranian. One of the principal divergences between the two branches is the different 
development of PIE *-tst- / *-dzd(h)-, which apparently still survived in the post-PIE 
Yamnaya culture, including its late variants of the Upper Don and Volga forest steppes, 
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the source of the Abashevo culture, which expanded to the Uralic homeland in search 
of copper. In the northern extension of the Abashevo culture, PIE *-tst- developed 
into PIA *-tt- under the infl uence of the Uralic substratum, which had geminated 
stops including *-tt-. From the Abashevo culture, Indo-Aryan was inherited into the 
Sintashta, Petrovka, Alakulʹ and Fëdorovo Andronovo, and via the BMAC, into the 
Mitanni and Vedic cultures.
Proto-Indo-Iranian must have started to split when the Catacomb Grave culture 
(3000–2000 BCE) was formed within the Yamnaya community under the infl uence 
of the North Caucasian culture, the source of its metal. Thus the Iranian branch was 
already separate from Indo-Aryan (whose speakers used other sources of copper) 
when Iranian shared with its Greek and Balto-Slavic neighbours the change *-tst- > 
*-st-, which led to the change *ts > *s in Iranian. The Proto-Volga-Finnic loanword 
*kesträ from Pre-Proto-Iranian *kestro- must have come from the Early Srubnaya 
culture which, in its Pozdnyakovo variant, exerted strong infl uence on the Netted 
Ware culture from 1800 BCE onwards.
 According to PFU *vaćća- < PIA *vatsá- < PIE *vetsó-, the change of *e / *o > 
*a had already taken place in the Indo-Aryan branch before 1900 BCE, while accord-
ing to Proto-Volga-Finnic *kesträ < Pre-Proto-Iranian *kestro- the changes *ke > *če 
and *e / *o > *a had not yet taken place in Iranian around 1800–1600 BCE. These 
changes, then, are likely to have taken place fi rst in the Indo-Aryan branch, and to 
have passed to the Iranian branch in the wide-scale mixing of the two branches that 
followed from the 16th century BCE onwards, when the Iranian speakers adopted 
horse-riding and spread to the Asiatic steppes until then occupied by Indo-Aryan 
speakers.
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